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Abstract

Coinductive reasoning about infinitary structures such as
streams iswidely applicable. However, practical frameworks
for developing coinductive proofs andfinding reasoning prin-
ciples that help structure such proofs remain a challenge,
especially in the context of machine-checked formalization.
This paper gives a novel presentation of an equational

theory for reasoning about structures up to weak bisimula-
tion. The theory is both compositional, making it suitable
for defining general-purpose lemmas, and also incremental,
meaning that the bisimulation can be created interactively.
To prove the theory’s soundness, this paper also introduces
generalized parameterized coinduction, which addresses ex-
pressivity problems of earlier works and provides a practical
framework for coinductive reasoning. The paper presents
the resulting equational theory for streams, but the tech-
nique applies to other structures too.
All of the results in this paper have been proved in Coq,

and the generalized parameterized coinduction framework
is available as a Coq library.

CCS Concepts • Software and its engineering → For-

mal software verification; • Theory of computation→
Programverification;Logic and verification; Equational logic
and rewriting.

Keywords Coq, coinduction, up-to techniques, weak bisim-
ulation, equational theory
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1 Introduction

Coinduction is a powerful technique for reasoning about
streams, computation trees, and other infinitary structures
that are used widely in semantics and systems modeling. As
such, coinductive proofs play a significant role in Coq devel-
opments like CompCert [Leroy 2009], FreeSpec [Letan et al.
2018], or Interaction Trees [Xia et al. 2020].
In such contexts, working with weak bisimulation (equiv-

alence modulo hidden “internal” computation steps) is of-
ten desirable. However, naïve ways of applying coinduction,
including its use for establishing weak bisimulations, suf-
fer from lack of compositionality or incrementality. Com-

positionality allows the proof developer to create modular
proofs using generic lemmas, while still ensuring sound coin-
ductive reasoning. Incrementality lets them construct the
bisimulation relation by accumulating parts of it during the
proof, rather than having to posit the entire relation up front
at the proof’s outset. Both of these properties are particu-
larly useful in the context of mechanized formal proof.
The situation was improved by the introduction of the pa-

rameterized coinduction approach by Hur et al. [2013], and
its implementation in the paco library for Coq. The crux of
the approach is to move away from specifying the greatest
fixed point up front and instead to work with a predicate pa-
rameterized by “accumulated knowledge” that one can use
during the construction of the proof to incrementally build
the postfixed point. Hur et al. show that paco supports rea-
soning up-to closures too, and they hinted that it might be
pragmatic to systematically work with the greatest compat-

ible closure (that is, the most general closure among a class
satisfying good closure properties). This idea has been stud-
ied in greater length by Pous [2016], leading to the so-called
companion approach, to which we compare ourselves in Sec-
tion 7.
Despite these advances, there are still several difficulties

with developing coinductive proofs in interactive theorem
provers. Firstly, the paco reasoning principles are still too

http://arxiv.org/abs/2001.02659v1
https://doi.org/10.1145/3372885.3373813
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weak, resulting in cumbersome proofs. The limitation is par-
ticularly apparent when a proof nests two cofixed points:
the inner cofixed point forgets all available accumulatedknowl-
edge, leading to redundant reasoning. Secondly, the support
for up-to reasoning remains either ad hoc or difficult to ma-
nipulate in existing approaches: here we advocate for in-
ternalizing and manipulating concretely defined closures,
as opposed to the greatest compatible one. Finally, it still
remains to package coinductive reasoning principles into
“proof patterns” for weak bisimulation that are expressive
and easy to work with in practice.
This paper addresses the above problems by making two

technical contributions:

• We present an equational theory over streams that
gives a novel axiomatic interface for working with
weak bisimulations. This yields an “API,” realized by a
set of lemmas, that helps users structure their coinduc-
tive proofs of weak bisimulation. This equational the-
ory is a simplified (and self-contained) presentation of
a formalization of the equational theory of interaction
trees [Xia et al. 2020].

• To prove the soundness of the equational theory, we
introduceGeneralized Parameterized Coinduction, gpaco,
a backwards-compatible generalization of the paco frame-
work. This new construction provides the ability to
record previously available knowledge that has been
accumulated during a coinductive proof, which solves
paco’s issue with nested cofixed points. Additionally,
it has intrinsic support for up-to reasoning, which, in
contrast to the companion approach, allows for the
creation of generic lemmas that aid in developingmod-
ular proof. We show that gpaco supports novel coin-
ductive principles.

The rest of the paper explains these contributions in de-
tail, working from gpaco to the equational theory. We first
briefly review paco in Section 2 and highlight, by way of ex-
ample, the shortcomings that motivate our generalized defi-
nition. Section 3 presents generalized parameterized coin-
duction, establishes its basic properties, and explains the
reasoning principles that it justifies. We then incorporate
“up-to closures” into the definition, again establishing the
appropriate metatheory. Sections 4 and 5 apply gpaco to
develop an equational theory for reasoning about (weak)
bisimulations of streams with τ (internal) events. Here we
also present our novel proof rules for working with those
bisimulations. We also show the problemwith workingwith
the companion when trying to define these rules. Section 6
details the implementation of our reasoning principles in
Coq. Finally, Section 7 provides a comparison with related
work.

The reasoning principles presented in this paper are ap-
plicablewith little-to-no overhead in the Coq proof assistant

through an extension of the paco library. All of the defini-
tions, metatheory and examples presented here have been
verified in Coq. However, none of it is specific to this proof
assistant, and all results should be transferable to any other
system providing support for coinduction.

2 Background: paco and a Motivating
Example

2.1 Notations

In this and the following sections, we consider a complete
lattice (C,⊑,⊔) and f ∈ C

mon
−−−−→C , a monotone function over

C that we refer to as a functor. The typical use case in our
context will instantiateC with P(T ×T ) for some typeT (i.e.
the lattice of binary relations overT ), but the theory applies
to any such lattice. In our Coq formalization, themain lattice
is the one of propositional relations overC : C → C → Prop.
Write Xf for the set of postfixed points of f , i.e. x such

that x ⊑ f (x). Tarski’s theorem implies that Xf admits an
upper bound. We write ν . f for this upper bound. Addition-
ally, this upper bound is the greatest fixed point of f , i.e. in
particular ν . f = f (ν . f ).

2.2 Parameterized Coinduction

We briefly recall the central idea behind parameterized coin-
duction and its reasoning principles. Intuitively, it consists
in moving away from using ν . f itself and instead conduct-
ing a proof toward someGf ∈ C

mon
−−−−→C that is parameterized

by some accumulated knowledge:

Definition2.1 (Parameterized greatest fixed point). Define
G ∈ (C

mon
−−−−→C)

mon
−−−−→(C

mon
−−−−→C) to be:

Gf r
def
= ν .(λy. f (r ⊔ y))

Here, we think of r as the “knowledge” accumulated dur-
ing a proof. The intuition and usefulness behind this def-
inition is best illustrated by the equations it satisfies. The
soundness of the approach comes from the fact that it coin-
cides with the greatest fixed point when no knowledge has
been accumulated.

Lemma 2.2 (Init). ν . f ≡ Gf ⊥

The central coinduction principle, mapping to a strong
variant of Tarski’s principle, is expressed as an unfolding
lemma. It intuitively states that the coinduction hypothesis
as well as the accumulated knowledge are accessible behind
the guard, i.e. an iteration of the functor f .

Lemma 2.3 (Unfold). Gf r ≡ f (r ⊔Gf r )

Finally, the accumulation principle is the key to allow
for incremental coinductive proofs: one can enrich the cur-
rently accumulated knowledge at any point.

Lemma 2.4 (Acc). y ⊑ Gf r ⇐⇒ y ⊑ Gf (r ⊔y)
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The technique has been a wild success, most notably in
the context of the Coq proof assistant in which it has been
implemented. It at once enabled both incremental and com-
positional reasoning principles, two improvements that are
of particular value when conductingmechanized proofs. No-
tably, parameterized coinduction is also entirely compatible
with automation, something that the native reasoning prin-
ciples provided by Coq for coinduction prohibited in prac-
tice.

2.3 Example: paco’s Shortcomings

The typical coinductive proof using paco aims to prove a
goal of the form y ⊑ ν . f . One starts by using Init to ob-
tain y ⊑ Gf ⊥, after which the proof proceeds by using
Unfold and Acc interleaved with other steps of equational
reasoning. Such incremental proofs are considerably sim-
pler to construct in an interactive theorem prover. However,
the paco lemmas falter in the presence of nested cofixed
points: they lose too much information about the accumu-
lated knowledge, leading to redundant and more awkward
to construct proofs, a deficiency that becomes more prob-
lematic as the technique scales to reason about more com-
plex systems.
To illustrate this phenomenon, consider the coinductive

stream (or lazy list, since these streams can also be finite)
data type that might be used for instance to represent the
trace of a transition system. Such an object is a potentially
infinite sequence of internal events, τ , and external (or visi-
ble) events β(n), terminated (if finite) by the ϵ marker. Here,
for simplicity, we assume that visible events carry a natural
number. We will sometimes omit the β constructor and just
write n (especially in examples) to save space.

Here are some example streams:

s0 = 01ϵ finite stream
s1 = τ0ττ1ϵ finite stream
s2 = 012 . . .n(n + 1) . . . infinite increasing stream
s3 = 0τ1τ2 . . .nτ (n + 1) . . . infinite increasing stream
s4 = 01010101 . . . infinite alternating stream
s5 = τττττττ . . . silent divergence

It is well-known that strong bisimulation is often too tight
a relation to be relevant when studying such systems. One
should instead work “up-to-tau,” which means that, when
considering whether two streams are “the same,” we can
disregard any finite number of τ steps on either side. This
weak bisimulation matches terminal constructors and iden-
tical external events one-to-one, but also allows for a finite
number of τ steps to be stripped away from either stream at
any given point. We write s ≈ t to mean that s is equivalent
to t up-to-tau (which we often abbreviate to eutt). For the
examples shown above, we have s0 ≈ s1 and s2 ≈ s3, but no
other distinct pairs of streams are weakly bisimilar.
We delay the full exposition of a formal definition of this

relation to Section 4. Here, we simply observe that we can

s0

s ′0

s1

s ′1

0 τ 1

2

t0

t ′0

t1

t ′1

0 = 1

2

s0 = 0 s ′0 s ′0 = τ s1 s1 = 1 s ′1 s ′1 = 2 s ′0
t0 = 0 t ′0 t ′0 = t1 t1 = 1 t ′1 t ′1 = 2 t ′0

Figure 1. Twoweakly bisimilar transition systems: illustrat-
ing the shortcoming of paco’s reasoning principles

define ≈ as the greatest fixed point of a functor, euttF:

euttF : P(stream× stream) → P(stream× stream)

≈ ≡ ν .euttF

We can think of euttF as acting on a set of pairs of streams
Y , which behaves as the “coinductive hypothesis” in this def-
inition. euttF is defined so that it satisfies several properties
that characterize weak bisimulation. Among them, we have:

Lemma 2.5 (euttF Tau Left).

X ⊆ euttF(Y ) =⇒ {(τs, t) | (s, t) ∈ X } ⊆ euttF(Y )

Lemma 2.6 (euttF Vis).

X ⊆ Y =⇒ {(ns,nt) | (s, t) ∈ X } ⊆ euttF(Y )

The first lemma states that, when reasoning backwards us-
ing goal-directed proof search, if wewant to show that τ ·s is
related to t by euttF(Y ), it suffices to show that s is related
to t by euttF(Y )—we can drop a τ from the left stream. The
second lemma states that if two streams beginwith the same
visible event n,we can directly appeal to the coinductive hy-
pothesis Y to establish the relation.
With this setup, we can give an example proof using paco-

style reasoning and see where it can be improved upon.
Consider the two transition systems s and t depicted in

Figure 1. They each visually encode the different states two
streams can be in. A stream can change state through either
an internal step or by emitting an event. We also consider
additional equations we know over the states of the streams:
the edge labeled by an equality sign represents definitional
equality – we assume we have such an equation in our con-
text. The bottom half of Figure 1 characterizes the same two
streams, but as a system of equations.
Their behaviors can therefore be described as follows. Both

streams consist of an infinite cycle alternating between the
visible events 1 and 2. In the left stream, each iteration of
these two events is separated by a silent step, while the right
stream starts the new cycle immediately—embodied by the
definitional equality between t ′0 and t1. Finally, both streams
have an initial state stepping into the cycle by emitting 0.
Wewish to build a weak bisimulation between both corre-

sponding upper states of s and t , that is to prove that s0 ≈ t0
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Let X0 = {(s0, t0), (s1, t1)} and X1 = {(s ′0, t
′
0), (s

′
1, t

′
1)}

X0 ⊆ ν .euttF
Init

⇐⇒ X0 ⊆ GeuttF ∅
Acc (a)

⇐⇒ X0 ⊆ GeuttF X0
Unfold

⇐⇒ X0 ⊆ euttF(X0 ∪GeuttF X0)
lem. 2.6 (b)
⇐= X1 ⊆ X0 ∪GeuttF X0

⇐= X1 ⊆ GeuttF X0
Acc (c)

⇐⇒ X1 ⊆ GeuttF (X0 ∪ X1)

We now handle both cases in X1 separately:

rhs: (s ′1, t
′
1) ∈ GeuttF (X0 ∪ X1)

Unfold

⇐⇒ (s ′1, t
′
1) ∈ euttF(X0 ∪ X1 ∪GeuttF (X0 ∪ X1))

lem. 2.6
⇐= (s ′0, t

′
0) ∈ (X0 ∪ X1 ∪GeuttF (X0 ∪ X1)) �

lhs: (s ′0, t
′
0) ∈ GeuttF (X0 ∪ X1)

Solution with redundancy (d):
Unfold

⇐⇒ (s ′0, t
′
0) ∈ euttF(X0 ∪ X1 ∪GeuttF (X0 ∪ X1))

lem. 2.5; 2.6
⇐= (s ′1, t

′
1) ∈ (X0 ∪ X1 ∪GeuttF X0 ∪ X1) �

Failed attempt without redundancy (e):
lem. 2.7
⇐= (s1, t1) ∈ GeuttF (X0 ∪ X1) : we cannot conclude.

Figure 2. Shortcoming of paco: an illustrating proof

and s1 ≈ t1. The paco library is the perfect tool for such a
task: we would like to build our proof incrementally as we
explore the underlying transition systems. Let us venture
step by step into this task, depicted in Figure 2.
This minimal example highlights a deep problem in the

existing reasoning principles: unused accumulated knowl-
edge is always guarded again, i.e. sent back behind the guard.
We see this in the proof at the point where we use Acc for
the second time (marked (c)).We had already usedAcc once,
at point (a), putting X0 into the accumulated knowledge. In-
tuitively, this means that after we step under a guard we
should be able to use X0, which is what happens at point
(b), where we have X0 directly available on the right hand
side. The problem is that even though the knowledge X0 is
available at point (b), we have to discard it to use Acc at
point (c), which forgets the fact that X0 was available.
The impact of this loss of information shows up later,

when trying to conclude for the pair of states (s ′0, t
′
0). A nat-

ural solution, depicted at point (d), is to simply blindly go
through a new round of unfolding and stepping under the
functor, using Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 successively. Note that
Lemma 2.5 alone is not enough to go under the functor, it
does not act as a guard. However, by taking this step, we
are repeating a part of the proof we already did: taking the
transition that emits a 1 for both streams. This may seem in-
nocuous on such a toy example, but may in general require
reiterating an arbitrarily complex proof.
Performing the case analysis earlier (or proving the equiv-

alence of different states) would have avoided the issue with

repeated reasoning in this case. However, this solution is
both cumbersome and not always possible. For example, the
more complex data type described in Section 6.1 has a branch-
ing structure that renders such solutions ineffective.
Intuitively however, we would like to simply ignore this

τ on s and conclude by using X0, knowledge that we made
available earlier in the proof. The first part of this intuition,
the innocuousness of the τ guard, is a particular case of
a more general reasoning principle: reasoning up-to silent
steps.We can indeed formalize this idea using paco, by prov-
ing the following lemma:

Lemma 2.7 (GeuttF Tau Left).

X ⊆ GeuttF (Y ) =⇒ {(τs, t) | (s, t) ∈ X } ⊆ GeuttF (Y )

It precisely states that one can strip a τ from the left hand
side under a call toGeuttF . Using this lemma at point (e) in
Figure 2, we can therefore reduce our goal to relating the
desired pair, (s1, t1). However this is useless in this case due
to paco’s inability to remember previously available knowl-
edge in the presence of nested accumulation lemmas: we
know that the pair of states are in X0, knowledge that was
made available before, and yet we cannot access it to con-
clude.
To alleviate these difficulties, we introduce a new con-

struction that still supports up-to reasoning, but crucially
offers a finer grained management of available knowledge.

3 Generalized Parameterized Coinduction

In this paper, we introduce a new construct, dubbed the gen-
eralized parameterized greatest fixed point (and succinctly
referred to as gpaco), that we show satisfies new princi-
ples that greatly ease reasoning in cases such as the one de-
picted in Figure 1. Our new construct builds on the so-called
parameterized greatest fixed point introduced by Hur et al.
[2013], and implemented in Coq through the paco library.
We extend the parameterized greatest fixed point in two

ways. First, we refine its treatment of available knowledge
by making a distinction between knowledge that is avail-
able, or “already unlocked,” and knowledge that is guarded,
or “must be unlocked.” Maintaining this distinction dramat-
ically simplifies incremental coinductive proofs. Second, we
build in support for “up-to” reasoning, another powerful
technique that lets us construct coinductive relations using
closure operators.

3.1 Generalized Incremental Reasoning

Recall our unsatisfactory proof in Figure 2. One core issue
comes from the fact that while the accumulated knowledge
is safely released after a guard, it does not internalize the
fact that this knowledge became available. The first exten-
sion we introduce is to precisely take this observation into
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account: the parameterized greatest fixed point is now pa-
rameterized by two elements representing accumulated knowl-
edge.
The generalized parameterized greatest fixed point Ĝf r д,

also shortened to gpaco, therefore intuitively represents the
greatest fixed point of the functor f with available accumu-
lated knowledge r and guarded accumulated knowledge д,
which becomes available only after making progress by ap-
plying f . We express this distinction in the following defi-
nition, which uses Gf −.
Definition 3.1 (Generalized parameterized greatest fixed
point (first definition)).
Define Ĝ ∈ (C

mon
−−−−→C)

mon
−−−−→(C

mon
−−−−→C

mon
−−−−→C) to be:

Ĝf r д
def
= r ⊔Gf (r ⊔ д)

Note that if we pick r = ⊥, this definition degenerates to
Gf д, which gives us the following soundness property. As
before, we call it Init because it lets us begin a coinductive
proof by moving into the gpaco realm. 1

Lemma 3.2 (Init).

Ĝf ⊥ ⊥ ≡ Gf ⊥ ≡ ν . f

We can also return to vanilla parameterized coinduction
from the generalized version:

Lemma 3.3 (Final).

r ⊔Gf д ⊑ Ĝf r д

These two lemmas mean in particular that gpaco is fully
backwards compatible with paco: no changes in previous
definitions or statements written with paco are required,
and the new reasoning principles are available for proper-
ties defined in terms of G .
The Base equation below embodies the fact that available

knowledge is stored in gpaco. By definition, it is indeed triv-
ial to see that r is immediately available for use:

Lemma 3.4 (Base).

r ⊑ Ĝf r д

Naturally, in order for Base to be sound, the incremental
principle extends only the guarded knowledge:

Lemma 3.5 (Acc).

x ⊑ Ĝf r (д ⊔ x) ⇐⇒ x ⊑ Ĝf r д

Finally, stepping under the guardmakes the guarded knowl-
edge available. Note that the pattern of accumulation en-
sures that we always have the invariant that r ⊑ д, which is
why erasing r here does not lose information.

Lemma 3.6 (Step).

f (Ĝf д д) ⊑ Ĝf r д
1We overload the lemma names like Init and Acc which are defined both
for Gf − and Ĝf − −. Which one is meant can easily be distinguished

from the context.

X0 ⊆ ν .euttF
Init

⇐⇒ X0 ⊆ ĜeuttF ∅ ∅
Acc (a)

⇐⇒ X0 ⊆ ĜeuttF ∅ X0
Step (b)

⇐= X0 ⊆ euttF(ĜeuttF X0 X0)
lem. 2.6
⇐= X1 ⊆ ĜeuttF X0 X0

Acc (c)

⇐⇒ X1 ⊆ ĜeuttF X0 (X0 ∪ X1)

rhs: (s ′1, t
′
1) ∈ ĜeuttF X0 (X0 ∪ X1)

Step

⇐= (s ′1, t
′
1) ∈ euttF(ĜeuttF (X0 ∪ X1) (X0 ∪ X1))

lem. 2.6
⇐= (s ′0, t

′
0) ∈ ĜeuttF (X0 ∪ X1) (X0 ∪ X1)

Base

⇐= (s ′0, t
′
0) ∈ X0 ∪ X1 �

lhs: (s ′0, t
′
0) ∈ ĜeuttF X0 (X0 ∪ X1)

lem. 3.7
⇐= (s1, t1) ∈ ĜeuttF X0 (X0 ∪ X1)
Base (d)

⇐= (s1, t1) ∈ X0 �

Figure 3. Improved proof for Figure 1

With the addition of the available knowledge parameter
to gpaco and its new reasoning principles, we are closer to
a more succinct proof for Figure 1 without the extraneous
steps required in the previous proof. However, we still need
a statement analogous to Lemma 2.7, in order to strip off a
τ without having to continue to go under guards.

Lemma 3.7 (ĜeuttF Tau Left, idealized).

X ⊆ ĜeuttF r д =⇒ {(τs, t) | (s, t) ∈ X } ⊆ ĜeuttF r д

Note that this lemma does not hold with the definition of
gpaco introduced in this subsection. We will get back to its
proper statement, as well as its soundness, in Section 3.2,
once we have extended gpacowith intrinsic support for up-
to reasoning. Accepting temporarily this slight idealization,
we showcase in Figure 3 a proof of the example from Sec-
tion 2 which eliminates the undesired repetition.
This proof illustrates how the extra parameter provides

just the right degree of freedom to remember knowledge col-
lected across nested calls toAcc. Here, the first use of Acc at
point (a) doesn’t yet provide any more flexibility compared
to the old proof. At point (b), however, the Step operation
copies X0 from the “guarded knowledge” parameter to the
“available immediately” parameter. Later, at the second use
of Acc at point (c),X0 remains available, even asX1 is placed
under the guard. The payoff comes at point (d), where we
can immediately use X0.
This example shows how the additional parameter allows

for smoother reasoning and less redundancy in the proofs.
One might wonder: are two parameters enough? Might we
need an even more general version with three or four pa-
rameters to use in some other proof? The answer is that no,
two are sufficient. Intuitively, any particular fact is either
available or still guarded. The two parameters partition the
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knowledge into those categories, and the lemmas manipu-
late the knowledge precisely.

3.2 Up-to Reasoning: Generalized pacowith Closure

The ability to construct coinductive proofs incrementally,
as considered above, is one technique that is invaluable for
working with coinduction in an automated theorem prover.
Another crucial technique is the use of “up-to” reasoning
principles, which enable more scalable and modular proofs.
The basic idea is to define a closure operator clo ∈ C → C

that, given a relation X , extends it to a larger relation clo(X ).
Then such an up-to technique clo allows us to work with
smaller relations when proving, for example, bisimilarity,
reducing the effort required in the proof. The power of an
up-to technique lies in the fact that the smaller relation X

may not be a bisimulation at all. However, for reasoning
up-to clo to be sound, X must be contained in a bisimula-
tion. For a more in-depth description of up-to techniques,
see [Pous and Sangiorgi 2011].
For example, the closure operator used for Lemma 3.7 is:

τL(R) = {(τ ∗s, t) | (s, t) ∈ R}

where τ ∗ means any finite number of τ s. Using this up-to
technique frees the user fromhaving tomanually step through
the functor and build the bisimulation relation by manipu-
lating τ s one by one on the left side. In this section, we de-
velop the enhancements to gpaco necessary to reason using
these closure operators.
Before we proceed, we briefly review the state-of-the-art

up-to techniques. Pous [2016] characterizes valid closures
as any function bounded by the greatest compatible closure,
called the companion. Specifically, an up-to function clo ∈

C
mon
−−−−→C is compatible with f if clo ◦ f ⊑ f ◦ clo. Compati-

ble functions are a class of up-to techniques that are nice to
work with because they are compositional, so different com-
patible up-to techniques can be used in a single proof. The
companion cpnf ∈ C

mon
−−−−→C is the join of all such compatible

functions, which is again compatible with f . Then, cpnf ad-
mits nice incremental and up-to principles for coinduction:
in particular, clo(cpnf (r )) ⊑ cpnf (r ) for any (not necessar-
ily compatible) function clo ⊑ cpnf . In practice, most useful
up-to functions are bounded by the companion.
In our approach, instead of using the companion, we pa-

rameterize our construct with the upper bound of valid clo-
sures, which we call a base closure, in order to allow a more
explicit construction of the fixed point. This generalization
is essential in the development of our equational theory for
weak bisimulation in Section 5.

Definition 3.8 (Generalized parameterized greatest fixed
point). We redefine the previous Ĝ, adding the base closure
bclo ∈ C

mon
−−−−→C as the second argument:

Ĝbclo
f r д

def
= bclo∗(r ⊔Gf ◦bclo∗ (r ⊔ д))

s0 ∼ 0 s ′0 s ′0 ∼ r ++ s1 s1 ∼ 1 s ′1 s ′1 ∼ 2 s ′0
t0 ∼ 0 t ′0 t ′0 ∼ r ′ ++ t1 t1 ∼ 1 t ′1 t ′1 ∼ 2 t ′0

Figure 4. Two weakly bisimilar streams when r ≈ r ′

where bclo∗ is the transitive closure of bclo.

Note that by choosing the companion as a base closure,

we get the equality Ĝ
cpnf

f
r д = cpnf (r ⊔ f (cpnf (r ⊔ д))).

Definition3.9. We introduce the following useful notation:

Ḡbclo
f д

def
= Ĝbclo

f д д

Then we can use any up-to function clo bounded by bclo,
and in fact even larger ones bounded by Ḡbclo

f
.

Lemma 3.10 (Closure). If clo ⊑ Ḡbclo
f

, then

clo(Ĝbclo
f r д) ⊑ Ĝbclo

f r д

Since bclo ⊑ Ḡbclo
f

, in the case clo = bclo, it is always valid

to use Closure, which will be marked as Closure*.
Using this rule, we can now amend Lemma 3.7: it holds,

provided we instantiate bclo with τL or another closure that
contains it (in the sense of Lemma 3.10). For the overall ap-
proach to be sound, the usual criterion required of such a
base closure is a notion of compatibility. We work with a
relaxed condition, weak compatibility, that can be seen as
an instance of a compatible up-to-function function [Pous
2016]:

Definition3.11 (Weakly compatible closure). bclo ∈ C
mon
−−−−→C

is weakly compatible for f if

bclo ◦ f ⊑ f ◦ Ḡbclo
f

We can begin using generalized parameterized coinduc-
tion from usual parameterized coinduction:

Lemma 3.12 (Init). If bclo is weakly compatible for f , then

Ĝbclo
f ⊥ ⊥ ⊑ Gf ⊥

For a more involved example showing how reasoning up-
to closures can help, consider the streams in Figure 4, which
are a modified version of the example we saw earlier in
Figure 1. Here, rather than s taking an extra τ step, both
streams go through intermediate transitions r and r ′ respec-
tively. Moreover, rather than defining the streams using def-
initional equality “=”, we instead specify them via strong
bisimilarity “∼”. In the case that r and r ′ are known to be
weakly bisimilar to each other, the resulting streams remain
weakly bisimilar. However, in order to prove that this is the
case, the weak bisimulation relation would have to contain
all of the internal bisimilar states of r and r ′, and moreover,
it would have to somehow incorporate the states related by
the underlying strong bisimilarity relation too.
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bclo weakly compatible for f

Ĝbclo
f

⊥ ⊥ ⊑ Gf ⊥
Init

r ⊑ Ĝbclo
f

r д
Base

r ⊔Gf д ⊑ Ĝbclo
f

r д
Final

f (Ĝbclo
f

д д) ⊑ Ĝbclo
f

r д
Step

x ⊑ Ĝbclo
f

r (д ⊔ x)

x ⊑ Ĝbclo
f

r д
Acc

clo ⊑ Ḡbclo
f

clo(Ĝbclo
f

r д) ⊑ Ĝbclo
f

r д
Closure

bclo(Ĝbclo
f

r д) ⊑ Ĝbclo
f

r д
Closure*

Figure 5. Proof rules for generalized parameterized coinduction

Similarly, when proving equivalence up-to-tau, it is intu-
itively the case that if r ≈ r ′ and we want to coinductively
relate the concatenated streams r ++ s ≈ r ′ ++ t , it suffices to
relate s and t—we can ignore the weakly bisimilar prefixes
and focus on proving the tails of the streams equivalent.
Up-to reasoning formalizes these intuitions. First, we de-

fine two closure operators, up-to prefix and up-to (strong)
bisimilarity:

prefix(R) = {(h1 ++ t1,h2 ++ t2) | h1 ≈ h2 ∧ (t1, t2) ∈ R}

bisim(R) = {(a,b) | ∃a′,b ′,a ∼ a′ ∧ b ∼ b ′ ∧ (a′,b ′) ∈ R}

Being able to prove s0 ≈ t0 and s1 ≈ t1 up-to bisim and prefix
allows for a proof conducted parametrically in the assump-
tion r ≈ r ′, leading to a proof with complexity similar to
the one for Figure 1. Note that up-to prefix is an instance of
the standard up-to context technique [Pous and Sangiorgi
2011].
Using the resulting set of reasoning principles provided

by gpaco, summarized in Figure 5, we can proceed with the
proof of weak bisimilarity for Figure 4, that is s0 ≈ t0 and
s1 ≈ t1. We use bisim as our base closure, a choice that will
be grounded in Section 4.
By leveraging the reasoning principles of up-to bisim and

prefix, we can derive a proof extremely similar to the pre-
vious examples. The difference lies in the application of the
Closure rules at five points in the proof.We first apply Clo-
sure* twice with bisim to rewrite s0, t0, s1, and t1. Next we
apply Closure* again to replace s ′0 and t ′0 with r ++ s1 and
r ′n ++ t1 respectively. We then apply Closure with prefix to
remove the weakly bisimilar prefixes r and r ′. Finally we
apply Closure* with bisim again to rewrite s ′1 and t ′1. The
remainder of the proof follows as before.

4 Up-to-tau Bisimulation of Streams

In the previous sectionwe introduced gpaco, a greatest fixed
point predicate recording both the accumulated knowledge
guarded by a constructor and its already accessible counter-
part. We additionally extended the construction to internal-
ize the support for up-to closure.
We have described the novel, richer reasoning principles

derived from gpaco. We now illustrate its practical use con-
cretely by establishing a rich equational theory to reason
about weak bisimilarity of interactive systems. We develop
this case study using the data type of potentially infinite

streams of internal and external events, and study their equiv-
alence up to internal steps.
The approach and the results being general, we present

them in lattice theoretic notations, but all results are formal-
ized in Coq.

4.1 Streams

The data type considered is the same type of potentially fi-
nite streams of internal and external events introduced ear-
lier in the paper. Formally, we define stream

def
= ν .streamF

where:

streamF X
def
= {ϵ} ∪ {τ · s | s ∈ X }

∪ {β(n) · s | s ∈ X , n ∈ N}

An element of the resulting type stream is hence a poten-
tially infinite trace consisting of internal steps, represented
as τ constructors, and visible events, emitting natural num-
bers, represented as β constructors. Such a data type can for
instance be thought of as the observable trace of an interac-
tive program’s execution.
We fix the lattice of interest to P(stream×stream) in the

rest of the paper.
Defining a concatenation operation over streams, concat,

is straightforward: let concat
def
= ν .concatFwhere

concatF concat_
def
= λs k . case s of

| ϵ ⇒ k

| τ · s ⇒ τ · (concat_ s k)
| β(n) · s ⇒ β(n) · (concat_ s k)

We write s ++ t for concat s t .
Reasoning about these streams naturally requires to prove

that concat respects an equivalence relation over streams,
which justifies reasoning principles such as: s ≈ t =⇒

s ++ k ≈ t ++ k . The usual notion of Leibniz equality is inad-
equate when manipulating coinductive types. Instead, the
standard equivalences used to reason about such streams
are the notions of strong and weak bisimulations.

4.2 Bisimulation, Equivalence Up-to-tau

A natural equivalence relation over stream is to require the
shape of both streams to match exactly, systematically pair-
ing the head constructors. This coinductive relation, known
as strong bisimulation, is convenient to work with, but too
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fix bisimF (bL bR : bool) cloβ X
def
=

{(ϵ, ϵ)} ∪

{(τ · s, τ · t) | (s, t) ∈ X } ∪

{(β(n) · s, β(n) · t) | (s, t) ∈ cloβ (X ), n ∈ N} ∪

{(τ · s, t) | bL = true ∧ (s, t) ∈ bisimF bL bR cloβ X } ∪

{(s, τ · t) | bR = true ∧ (s, t) ∈ bisimF bL bR cloβ X }

bisim bL bR
def
= GbisimF bL bR id ⊥

Figure 6. Definition of a family of bisimulations over
streams

restrictive in practice. Indeed, it not only observes the visi-
ble events two systems emit when comparing them, but also
ensures that their internal steps match as well: in a sense, it
is a timing-sensitive equivalence of processes.
Equivalence up-to-tau is a form of weak bisimulation, a

coarser relation than strong bisimulation. It ignores any fi-
nite amount of internal steps a processmay take before reach-
ing its next external event. This relation is much more use-
ful in practice, and is notably the de facto standard used in
verified compilation to express the semantic preservation
criterion [Leroy 2009; Tan et al. 2016].
Equivalence up-to-tau has to be careful not to relate the

infinite sequence of τ with all streams. This is achieved by
an inductive-coinductive definition: the functor bisimFwhose
greatest fixed point we take is itself defined recursively, but
as a smallest fixed point. This nested structure makes it par-
ticularly delicate to work with without a carefully crafted
metatheory. Moreover, because strong and weak bisimilar-
ity have some common structure, it is beneficial for proof
engineering purposes to share as much of their common
metatheory as possible.
We demonstrate in this section how introducing a param-

eterized version of the weak bisimulation relation allows us
to derive a rich equational theory that alleviates the pain of
working with nested inductive-coinductive definitions. Our
new construction, gpaco, is instrumental to the proofs in
this theory.

4.3 A Family of Bisimulations

While weak bisimulation is the core relation we care about,
several related relations are relevant to prove our equational
theory. As a way to factor work, we start by defining in Fig-
ure 6 bisim, a family of relations over streams. Let us for
now ignore its three parameters and focus at a high level on
the functor bisimF _ _ _ X. We use the fix keyword as
a notation to express bisimF itself is defined as a smallest
fixed point.
There are five ways we may relate two streams: 1. by

matching ϵ constructs, 2. bymatchingτ and co-recursing, 3. by

matching identical β and co-recursing, 4. by stripping a τ
from the left and recursing or 5. by stripping a τ from the
right and recursing. Note the use of a recursive call when
stripping τ in the asymmetric cases (4) and (5): if we were
to iterate co-recursively, then an infinite co-recursive chain
of application of rule (4) would relate the silently diverging
stream to any stream.
The three parameters to bisimF refine theway these rules

can be used to derive different relations. The boolean bL, bR
flags enable or disable rules (4) and (5) respectively. The
cloβ parameter, of type P(stream × stream) → P(stream ×

stream) is slightly more subtle. When matching two exter-
nal events by rule (3), one does not have to relate the re-
maining of the streams with respect to just a co-recursive
call, but instead can first apply cloβ to it.
The practical use of the closure parameter will be delayed

to Section 5 where it will be instrumental in deriving the
necessary reasoning principles. For now, we set the cloβ pa-
rameter to the identity closure id in order to define the high
level relations we are interested in. It is straightforward to
check that bisimF bL bR cloβ is monotone for any mono-
tone cloβ , in particular for id. We therefore can define the
greatest fixed point bisim bL bR using paco.
We are now ready to derive concrete relations. First, if

both asymmetric rules are disabled, we have to exactlymatch
all constructors: this corresponds to strong bisimulation.

Definition 4.1 (Strong bisimulation).

s ∼ t
def
= bisim false false s t

At the opposite side, equivalence up-to-tau is defined by
allowing both rules: it is always fine to strip away finite
amounts of τ ’s on either side:

Definition 4.2 (Equivalence up-to-tau).

s ≈ t
def
= bisim true true s t

Finally, a third relation is often useful. By allowing only
one of the rules, we get an asymmetric relation expressing
that a stream is up-to-tau bisimilar to another, but contains
more τ :

Definition 4.3 (Over-approximation up-to-tau).

s & t
def
= bisim true false s t

Notice the following subrelation inclusions: ∼ ⊆ & ⊆ ≈.
Unfortunately, the inductive-coinductive nature of weak

bisimulation in particular makes a property as elementary
as transitivity already a challenge to prove. The standard
approach is to seek stronger reasoning principle by intro-
ducing up-to techniques. We first consider reasoning up to
transitive closure.
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4.3.1 Transitive Closure of the Bisimilarity

Relations

The native reasoning principle on bisimilarity only allows
us to step through the functor bisimF, forcing us systemat-
ically to nest an induction to account for possible bounded
stripping of τ s, which often requires a clever generalization
of the statement for it to hold inductively. Reasoning up-to
transitive closure enables a new reasoning principle: when
attempting to prove that two streams (s1, s2) belong to a re-
lation r , it may be sound in appropriate contexts to simply
substitute s1 or s2 for other bisimilar streams.
This intuition is formalized by introducing a family of

transitive closures parameterized by four booleans flags:

Definition 4.4 (Transitive closure up to bisimilarity).

(s1, s
′
1) ∈ bisim bL bR (s ′1, s

′
2) ∈ r (s2, s

′
2) ∈ bisim b ′L b

′
R

(s1, s2) ∈ bisim_trans_clo bL bR b ′L b
′
R r

Each pair of flags defines the instances of bisim that are
allowed to be used to substitute for the left and right streams.
These closures are not all safe to use in arbitrary contexts. In-
deed, by setting all flags to true, we allow arbitrary rewrit-
ing up-to-tau:

Definition 4.5 (Undirected transitive closure).

U
def
= bisim_trans_clo true true true true

Let us emphasize why such arbitrary, undirected, up-to-
tau rewriting provided byU is an unsound principle in gen-
eral, which was first shown by Sangiorgi and Milner [1992].
Recall that a coinductive proof is in essence constructing a
cycle by being only allowed to invoke the coinduction hy-
pothesis once below a guard. In our case, U could hence
be misused to introduce a τ constructor that could then be
used as a guard, allowing for unsound circular reasoning.
To illustrate the problem concretely, let us assume for a mo-
ment that the precondition of the Closure principle from
Figure 5 is available forU. The following proof would then
be valid:

0ϵ ≈ 1ϵ
Init

⇐⇒ (0ϵ, 1ϵ) ∈ ĜeuttF ∅ ∅
Acc

⇐⇒ (0ϵ, 1ϵ) ∈ ĜeuttF ∅ {(0ϵ, 1ϵ)}

Closure(U)

⇐= (τ0ϵ, τ1ϵ) ∈ ĜeuttF ∅ {(0ϵ, 1ϵ)}
Step
⇐= (0ϵ, 1ϵ) ∈ ĜeuttF {(0ϵ, 1ϵ)} {(0ϵ, 1ϵ)}
Base
⇐= (0ϵ, 1ϵ) ∈ {(0ϵ, 1ϵ)} �

This minimal example show-cases how this unrestricted
up-to closure principle could introduce τ constructors that
would then be used as guards to wrongly justify the use of
the coinductive hypothesis. Thankfully, applyingClosure(U)

is prohibited. Note however that had we justified the use
of the coinductive hypothesis by a β guard, the rewriting
would have been harmless.

We will come back to U in more detail by considering
a context-sensitive up-to technique in Section 5. But let us
focus for now on a better behaved instance:

Definition 4.6 (Directed transitive closure).

D
def
= bisim_trans_clo true false true false

TheD closure disables the second flag used in the setting
of each bisimulation considered. This means that a stream
may be substituted by a bisimilar one, only if the new one
contains no more τ s than the previous one. It is intuitively
clear that this substitution is always sound since it cannot
introduce a guard. Note that this is the up-to expansion tech-
nique presented by Sangiorgi and Milner [1992] to solve the
problem of up-to weak bisimularity above. This transitivity
principle is in practice the most general one that we shall
consider. It will be the instance of the base closure that we
will provide to gpaco in the construction we introduce in
Section 5.
This soundness and generality are expressed by proving

that D provides a sound up-to reasoning principle with re-
spect to ≈. This soundness holds in the sense that D satis-
fies the precondition from Lemma 3.12 with respect to the

functor euttF
def
= bisimF true true.

Lemma 3.12 allows us to move from a proof of a paco

predicate, ≈ being the one of concern, to a gpaco counter-
part setup with D as the base closure.

Lemma4.7 (Initialization forD with respect to euttF). For
anymonotone cloβ such thatD◦cloβ ⊆ cloβ ◦D,D is weakly

compatible for euttF cloβ .

We can at this stage already establish a certain number
of facts about our instances of bisim. By picking in partic-
ular cloβ = id, the closure used in the definition of euttF,
we can derive the following reasoning principle by applying
Closure*.

Theorem 4.8 (≈ is a congruence for &).

s ′ & s s ′ ≈ t ′ t ′ & t
s ≈ t

We then prove that bisim defines equivalence relations:

Lemma 4.9. ∼ and ≈ are equivalence relations. & is reflexive

and transitive.

And finally show that bisim bL bR is a congruence for each
constructor of euttF.

4.3.2 Concat Closure

Proving the monoidal laws and congruence rules relating
concat to weak bisimulation is greatly simplified by a sec-
ond reasoning principle: the ability to reason up-to prefix.
When attempting to relate two streams defined as concate-
nations, it should be possible to discharge their prefixes by
proving they are bisimilar. The following closure captures
this reasoning principle:
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Definition 4.10 (Concat closure).

h1 ≈ h2 (t1, t2) ∈ r

(h1 ++ t1,h2 ++ t2) ∈ C r

The soundness of the closure is embodied by showing
that Lemma 3.10 can be instantiated for C with respect to
euttF, with D for the base closure:

Lemma 4.11 (Compatibility of C with respect to euttF).
For any cloβ monotone such that C ◦ cloβ ⊆ cloβ ◦ C and

id ⊆ cloβ , we have C ⊆ ḠD
euttF cloβ

.

Lemma 4.11 essentially states that all instances of bisim
are congruences for concat in the first argument. In partic-
ular we can prove that ∼ is a congruence for concat:

Theorem 4.12 (∼ is a congruence for concat).

h1 ∼ h2 t1 ∼ t2
h1 ++ t1 ∼ h2 ++ t2

With these tools in hand,we can prove the expectedmonoidal
laws. In particular, Theorem4.12 greatly simplifies the proof
of associativity.

Theorem 4.13 ((stream,++) forms a monoid).

ϵ ++ s ∼ s s ++ ϵ ∼ s (r ++ s) ++ t ∼ r ++ (s ++ t)

5 An Equational Theory for Weak
Bisimulations

Section 4 introduced the stream data type and two equiva-
lence relations upon it: a strong bisimulation that constrains
them to be structurally identical, and a weak bisimulation
that quotient them up-to finite amount of internal steps. We
have shown that two reasoning principles may be proved
soundwhen reasoning aboutweak bisimulations: up-to tran-
sitivity with respect to addition of taus,D, and up-to concat
closures, C.
However, even with the support from gpaco, reasoning

about streams remains a technical challenge. In particular,
we noticed that up-to transitivity with respect to general
equivalence up-to-tau, U, is sound in contexts guarded by
a β , but not when guarded by a τ .
In order to alleviate these difficulties, we abstract away

from the low-level use of gpaco and define in this section
a new context-sensitive weak bisimulation relation, euttG.
We prove that this relation satisfies a rich equational the-
ory, notably supporting context-sensitive up-to techniques,
and is sound with respect to weak bisimulation. By doing
so, we hence internalize much of the complexity inherent to
coinductive reasoning over weak bisimulation and provide
an interface exposing the higher level reasoning principles
specific to weak bisimulations of streams.

5.1 A Context-Sensitive Weak Bisimulation

We leverage the expressivity of gpaco to define the parame-
terized weak bisimulation euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ . Before getting
to its formal definition, we sketch the intuition it carries.
The relation takes four parameters, each of typeP(stream×

stream), which correspond respectively to information that
has been unlocked by a visible step or an internal step, or
that remains guarded behind a visible step or an internal
step.
The key idea in distinguishing the kind of constructor

that has released or still guards the information is to allow
for context-sensitive up-to techniques. Indeed, an incremen-
tal coinductive proof can be thought as a game of explo-
ration whose goal is to close all paths explored by coming
back to a previously explored state. By substituting a stream
for a weakly bisimilar one, we may compromise all states
reached by taking τ steps, but we remain certain that a cy-
cle is found if we get back to a state reached under a β step.
As such, β guards are stronger than τ guards when reason-
ing up-to-tau.
The main tool we will use to enable more reasoning prin-

ciples under β guards than τ guards is the cloβ argument in-
troduced in the definition of bisim, Figure 6, and which has
been left unexploited through Section 4. Recall that this pa-
rameter is a closure up-towhich is applied to the co-recursive
call under a β constructor. The closure we consider is de-
fined as follows:

Definition 5.1 (Closure for external events).

Vдβ r
def
= ḠD

euttF id
U(r ∪ дβ ).

The closure Vдβ is best understood right to left. At its
core, it simply extends the relation r with the β guarded
knowledgeдβ . Since it will only be accessible under β guards,
it is also sound to close this knowledge up to undirected tran-
sitivity, U, to allow for arbitrary rewriting by weak bisim-
ilarity. Finally, by definition of bisimF, using Vдβ in place
of the cloβ argument permits its use right as we strip off a
pair of β constructors. Specifically, if the goal is of the form
β(n) · s ≈ β(n) · t , then Vдβ can be used to relate s and t .
However, we sometimes want to delay the use of this clo-
sure: say the goal is of the form β(n) · p ++ s ≈ β(n) · p ++ t ,

we need to first reason up-to concatenation and only then
use Vдβ to relate s and t . Wrapping the whole closure into
a call to gpaco is a convenient way to make this possible.
We now turn to the definition of euttG itself:

Definition 5.2 (Parameterized weak bisimulation).

euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ
def
= ĜD

euttF (Vдβ
)
(U(rβ ) ∪ rτ )) дτ

The definition of euttG is a slightly intimidating instance
of gpaco. Let us walk through each of its arguments. First,
the base closure provided is D: in any context, it is sound
to work up to directed transitivity. Now since both rβ and
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rτ are information that has been unlocked previously, their
union is provided as accessible, except that, as in the case
of дβ under V, the β unlocked knowledge is additionally
closed by U – undirected transitivity. The functor whose
greatest fixed point we take is naturally euttF; going under
the functor hence guarantees that we go either under a τ or
a β guard. We therefore set дτ to be always unlocked under
the functor, as expressed by its position as last parameter of
gpaco. Finally, the additional knowledge дβ is ensured to be
only unlockedwhen the functor is applied by going under β
guards by being provided as a parameter toV in the closure
passed to euttF.
Having motivated the definition of euttG by the intuitive

reasoning principles it should satisfy, we formalize these
principles in the following subsection.

5.2 An Equational Theory for euttG

The interface provided by our theory is summarized by the
set of rules described in Figure 7. They are split into four
categories. The soundness rules relate equivalence up-to-tau
and euttG. The knowledge manipulation rules provide the
core coinductive principles specialized toweak bisimulation.
The stream processing rules give specialized principles to
step under euttF constructors. Finally, we provide support
for three up-to reasoning principles. All rules maintain the
following implicit invariant for euttG: rβ ⊆ rτ ⊆ дτ ⊆ дβ .

Soundness The relation between euttG and ≈ is similar
to the one between paco and gpaco: it is an intermediary
construct one transits to in order to conduct a proof.
The soundness of the overall approach is hence encapsu-

lated into two rules. First, the Init rule states that one can
always move during a proof of weak bisimulation into the
euttG realm by assuming no initial knowledge.

Theorem 5.3 (Init).

(s, t) ∈ euttG ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ =⇒ s ≈ t

Using Init, we can hence start a euttG-based proof. Con-
versely, since euttG is purely an intermediary to conduct
proofs about weak bisimulation, Final is key to invoke any
pre-established≈-equation: for any state of accumulated knowl-
edge, euttG always contains ≈.

Theorem 5.4 (Final).

s ≈ t =⇒ (s, t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ

Knowledgemanipulation The euttG relation shields the
user from its internals as much as possible by providing its
own reasoning principles with respect to the four knowl-
edge arguments it carries. First, the Base case echoes its
gpaco counterpart by giving access to all unlocked knowl-
edge.

Theorem 5.5 (Base).

(s, t) ∈ rβ ∪ rτ =⇒ (s, t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ

The accumulation theorem is once again key to make pa-
rameterized coinductive reasoning possible. It states that in
order to prove that a set x of pairs of streams belongs to
euttG, one can extend the guarded knowledge by assuming
that x is contained in this knowledge:

Theorem 5.6 (Acc).

x ⊆ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ ⇐⇒ x ⊆ euttG rβ rτ (дβ∪x) (дτ∪x)

Stream processing Three principles allow us to process
each of the stream constructors. Naturally, it is trivial to
show that terminating streams can be matched.

Theorem 5.7 (Ret).

(ϵ, ϵ) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ

Internal events can be consumed on each side, which grant
access to the τ guarded knowledge.

Theorem 5.8 (τ step).

(t , s) ∈ euttG rβ дτ дβ дτ =⇒ (τ ·s, τ ·t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ

Finally, visible steps propagate the guarded knowledge to
all parameters.

Theorem 5.9 (β step).

(t , s) ∈ euttG дβ дβ дβ дβ

=⇒ (β(n) · s, β(n) · t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ

Up-to reasoning Finally, three up-to reasoning principles
are supported. As developed in Section 4, directed transitive
closure and concatenation closure are sound in all contexts.
This gets reflected in the simplicity of rules transD and
concatC: one can simply make a call to the corresponding
closure at any time.

Theorem 5.10 (Directed transitive closure).

(s, t) ∈ D(euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ ) =⇒ (s, t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ

Theorem 5.11 (Concat closure).

(s, t) ∈ C(euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ ) =⇒ (s, t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ

The third principle, undirected transitive closure, is more
interesting. We internalize the intuition that it is only sound
while guarded by β guards by overwriting all weakly avail-
able and guarded knowledge by the strongly available one:

Theorem 5.12 (Undirected transitive closure).

(s, t) ∈ U(euttG rβ rβ дβ rβ ) =⇒ (s, t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ

We now illustrate a use of this interface.
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Soundness
(s, t) ∈ euttG ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅

s ≈ t Init
s ≈ t

(s, t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ
Final

Knowledge manipulation

(s, t) ∈ rβ ∪ rτ

(s, t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ
Base

x ⊆ euttG rβ rτ (дβ ∪ x) (дτ ∪ x)

x ⊆ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ
Acc

Stream processing

(ϵ, ϵ) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ
Ret

(s, t) ∈ euttG rβ дτ дβ дτ

(τ · s, τ · t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ
τ_Step

(s, t) ∈ euttG дβ дβ дβ дβ

(β(n) · s, β(n) · t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ
β_Step

Up to reasoning

(s, t) ∈ D(euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ )

(s, t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ
TransD

(s, t) ∈ U(euttG rβ rβ дβ rβ )

(s, t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ
TransU

(s, t) ∈ C(euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ )

(s, t) ∈ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ
ConcatC

Figure 7. Equational theory for parameterized equivalence up-to-tau.D,U and C are the closures for which up-to reasoning
is possible: directed and undirected transitivity, and concatenation.

X0 ⊆ ν .euttF
Init

⇐= X0 ⊆ euttG ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
Acc

⇐= X0 ⊆ euttG ∅ ∅ X0 X0
TransU

⇐= {(0 s ′0, 0 t
′
0), (1 s

′
1, 1 t

′
1)} ⊆ euttG ∅ ∅ X0 ∅

β_Step
⇐= X1 ⊆ euttG X0 X0 X0 X0
Acc

⇐= X1 ⊆ euttG X0 X0 (X0 ∪ X1) (X0 ∪ X1)

lhs: (s ′0, t
′
0) ∈ euttG X0 X0 (X0 ∪ X1) (X0 ∪ X1)

TransU

⇐= (r ++ s1, r
′
++ t1) ∈ euttG X0 X0 (X0 ∪ X1) X0

ConcatC

⇐= (s1, t1) ∈ euttG X0 X0 (X0 ∪ X1) X0
Base

⇐= (s1, t1) ∈ X0 �

rhs: (s ′1, t
′
1) ∈ euttG X0 X0 (X0 ∪ X1) (X0 ∪ X1)

TransU

⇐= (2 s ′0, 2 t
′
0) ∈ euttG X0 X0 (X0 ∪ X1) X0

β_Step
⇐= (s ′0, t

′
0) ∈ euttG (X0∪X1) (X0∪X1) (X0∪X1) (X0∪X1)

Base

⇐= (s ′0, t
′
0) ∈ X0 ∪ X1 �

Figure 8. Practical use of euttG: a proof example

5.3 Practical Use of euttG

Consider the following two streams:

s0 ≈ 0 s ′0 s ′0 ≈ r ++ s1 s1 ≈ 1 s ′1 s ′1 ≈ 2 s ′0
t0 ≈ 0 t ′0 t ′0 ≈ r ′ ++ t1 t1 ≈ 1 t ′1 t ′1 ≈ 2 t ′0

This example differs from Figure 4 in that each of the states
are related to one another by weak bisimilarity. To prove
that s0 ≈ t0 and s1 ≈ t1, the same proof as before using
just gpacowill not work, since we need to useU, a context-
sensitive closure. However, the proof remains straightfor-
ward using euttG, assuming still that we know r ≈ r ′, as
depicted in Figure 8.
Notice in particular how TransU allows us to rewrite up-

to-tau equations, at the cost each time of losing the knowl-
edge locked behind a τ guard.

X ⊆ ν .F
Init

⇐= X ⊆ euttG ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
Acc

⇐= X ⊆ euttG ∅ ∅ X X
TransU

⇐= X ⊆ U(euttG ∅ ∅ X ∅)
by (1)
⇐= X ⊆ U(cpnF (euttG ∅ ∅ X ∅))
by (3)
⇐= X ⊆ U(cpnF (Y ))
by (2)
⇐⇒ X ⊆ U(F (⊤))

⇐= X ⊆ U(F (X )) (since (τ1ϵ, τ2ϵ) ∈ F (X )) �

Figure 9. A contradiction when the companion is used as
the base closure

5.4 Essential Need for the Base Closure

We show that the companion closure is inconsistent with
the rules of euttG, so that it cannot be used as a base closure.
To this end, for any definition of euttG satisfying the rules
in Figure 7, suppose that it is closed under the companion
cpnF for F = bisimF bL bR cloβ with arbitrary bL , bR , cloβ :

cpnF (euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ ) ⊆ euttG rβ rτ дβ дτ (1)

Let X = {(1ϵ, 2ϵ)} and Y = {(01ϵ, 02ϵ)}. For ⊤ : stream ×

stream, we have:

cpnF (Y ) = F (⊤) (2)

Y ⊆ euttG ∅ ∅ X ∅ (3)

The proof of (2) is given in Appendix A.1. (3) follows by
applying β_Step then Base.
Then, as shown in Figure 9, we can derive a contradic-

tion, that 1ϵ ≈ 2ϵ . The root of the issue is that the com-
panion construction contains non-structural “junk” when
provided a false assumption like Y above. Where we would
want cpnF (Y ) to contain exactly the pairs of streams equiv-
alent moduloY , it also ends up containing nonsensical pairs
such as (τ1ϵ, τ2ϵ).
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6 Implementation in the Coq Proof
Assistant and Large Scale Case-Study

We implemented gpaco and its theory as described through
Section 3 in the Coq proof assistant. The formalization is
built as an extension of the paco library and available at
h�ps://github.com/snu-sf/paco.
Since the implementation builds directly on top of paco,

it is fully backward compatible: the new gpaco reasoning
principles are applicable to any coinductive object defined
via paco, with no change in the definitions. As was the case
with the original library, we provide high level tactics map-
ping to each reasoning principle described in Figure 5.

6.1 Large Scale Case-Study: Interaction Trees

For sake of exposition and self-containment, we have pre-
sented here a case-study built on streams and their monoidal
structure. The motivation for the development of this tech-
nique however stemmed from a more complex application:
interaction trees [Xia et al. 2020] are a coinductive structure
similar to streams, but branching in the sense that the vis-
ible events are followed by a continuation over the type of
the emitted event. Interaction trees can be equipped with a
bind operation similar to the concat operation, and proved
to form a monad.
We have applied the techniques described in this paper

to derive an axiomatic interface to reason up-to-tau about
interaction trees. This layer of abstraction has then been
heavily used to reason about this structure, and proved in-
strumental in alleviating the induced difficulty.
The corresponding formal development can be browsed

at h�ps://github.com/DeepSpec/InteractionTrees/. In partic-
ular, the equational theory is developed in the /theories/Eq
directory.

7 Discussion and Related Work

Paco and Companion We start by discussing how our
contribution builds on existing works, namely parameter-
ized coinduction (Paco) [Hur et al. 2013] and the compan-
ion [Pous 2016], and how we improve on them.
As we reviewed in Section 2, Paco provides incremental

reasoning by the parameterized fixed point Gf . It also pro-
vides up-to reasoning by combining f with its greatest re-
spectful closure gresf (i.e., using Gf ◦ gresf ). Pous [2016]
shows that the greatest compatible closure cpnf , called the
companion, coincides with gresf and directly admits the in-
cremental and up-to reasoning principles ofGf ◦ gresf . More-
over, the companion admits second-order reasoning, which
provides incremental and up-to principles for reasoning about
clo ⊑ cpnf .
In our work, we generalize the constructions in two di-

rections. First, we use two parameters to track both the un-
locked and guarded knowledge. As briefly discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2, the companion construction with two parameters

r and д can be given by cpnf (r ⊔ f (cpnf (r ⊔ д)). Second,
we parameterize the upper-bound of closures instead of us-
ing the greatest compatible/respectful closure. The need for
such parameterization was shown in Section 5.4.

Distinguishing Internal andVisible Steps [Sangiorgi and Walker
2001, Exercise 2.4.64] and [Pous 2007] present up-to tech-
niques allowing different up-to closures for internal and vis-
ible steps. Among them, [Pous 2007] gives a more formal
framework, where two notions of monotonicity (in a more
recent terminology, respectfulness) are defined. If a relation
R is τ -simulated (i.e., for internal steps) up-to a monotonic
closure and v-simulated (i.e., for visible steps) up-to aweakly
monotonic closure, thenR is contained in theweak (bi)similarity.
Notably, up-to weak bisimulation is only weaklymonotonic.
Similarly, our work also presents an equational theory for

weak bisimulation where internal and visible steps admit
different up-to closures. The main challenge we are address-
ing is to combine such up-to closures with incremental rea-
soning using four different kinds of knowledge: unlocked/-
guarded knowledge for internal/visible steps.
Aristizabal et al. [2016] have developed a general frame-

work to reason about notions of weak steps vs. strong steps
(passive vs. active in their terminology) when establishing a
bisimulation. Simulations can generally be phrased in term
of a relation R that progresses to itself: RR. Under this
formulation, an up-to technique is a function f on relations
such that when R f (R), then R is included in the bisim-
ilarity relation. In order to account for a distinction of the
stepping relation between a passive part and an active part,
they introduce the notion of diacritical progress: R։Q, S

expresses that R progresses toward Q in the passive case,
toward S in the active case. With this tool, an up-to tech-
nique in the usual sense (called strong) is a function f such
that R։ f (R), f (R) implies that R is in the bisimilarity
relation. This definition also extends to functions f such
that R։R, f (R) implies the same. These up-to techniques
make explicit the fact that up-to reasoning is only enabled
when performing active steps. In [Aristizabal et al. 2016],
they develop sufficient conditions for using strong and reg-
ular up-to techniques in terms of the notions of evolution
and compatibility of functions, adapted to the diacritical set-
ting. [Biernacki et al. 2019] goes further by generalizing this
view to the lattice-theoretic setting. This generalization al-
lows them to introduce a notion of diacritical companion
defined as the greatest diacritically compatible function, ex-
tending on both their and Pous’ work.
This approach, whose contribution is orthogonal to that

of this paper, we conjecture could be defined in gpaco. The
development of euttG, and of the soundness of the transU
rule in particular, might then fit nicely into this framework,
potentially benefiting from thismore principled approach in
being easier to define. Investigating this conjecture formally
would be an interesting approach for future work.

https://github.com/snu-sf/paco
https://github.com/DeepSpec/InteractionTrees/
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Other RelatedWorks In [Pous 2016], Pous introduced the
companion of a function f by characterizing it as the great-
est compatible function for f . Parrow and Weber [2016] give
a more explicit, ordinal-based construction of the compan-
ion in classical set theory. Analogously, it turns out that the
companion can be obtained in constructive type theorywith
an inductive tower construction as studied by SchÃďfer et
al. [Schäfer 2019; Smolka et al. 2015].
[Danielsson 2017] presents a class of up-to techniques

using size-preserving functions, which use sized types to
prove the soundness of the techniques. This class of tech-
niques is shown to be related to Pous’ companion, but does
not include some useful up-to techniques. Namely, Daniels-
son shows that techniques related to transitivity, such as
those discussed in this paper, do not easily fit into the frame-
work of size-preserving functions.

We have chosen to build our approach on top of paco, but
other incremental coinductive techniques exist: incremental
pattern-based coinduction [Popescu and Gunter 2010], cir-
cular coinduction [Hausmann et al. 2005], parametric coin-
duction [Moss 2001].We refer toHur et al.’s relatedwork [Hur et al.
2013] for a thorough comparison.
Finally, we introduced through this paper the use of three

up-to techniques relevant to our domain of application. Nu-
merous others can be found in Pous [Pous 2016], both de-
rived from the companion and as part of the related work.

A Appendix

A.1 A Property about the Companion

Let X = {(1ϵ, 2ϵ)} and Y = {(01ϵ, 02ϵ)}. We prove that
cpnF (Y ) = F (⊤) for F = bisimF bL bR cloβ with arbitrary
bL , bR , cloβ .

We first define a function clo as follows:

clo(r ) =




⊤ if X ⊆ r

F (⊤) else if Y ⊆ r

∅ otherwise

Then clo is trivially monotone and compatible as follows.
For any r , we show clo(F (r )) ⊆ F (clo(r )) by case analysis
on r . First, when X ⊆ r , we have clo(r ) = ⊤. We also have
Y ⊆ F (X ) ⊆ F (r ) andX * F (r ) by definition of F . Therefore,
we have clo(F (r )) = F (⊤) = F (clo(r )). Second, when X * r ,
we haveX * F (r ) andY * F (r ) by definition of F . Therefore,
we have clo(F (r )) = ∅ ⊆ F (clo(r )).

Now, we have the following inequality:

F (⊤) = clo(Y ) (by definition of clo)

⊆ cpnF (Y ) (cpnF includes every compatible func.)

⊆ cpnF (F (X )) (by definition of F )

⊆ F (cpnF (X )) (cpnF itself is compatible)

⊆ F (⊤)

Therefore, we have cpnF (Y ) = F (⊤).
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